
U4/U5/U6	   	   	   	   	   	  
Week	  8	  Training	  Curriculum	  	  
	  
10min	  Warm-Up:	  
	   	  

Wobbly	  Giant	  
	  
Parent	  Involvement	  

Objective:	  
 

Using	  half	  the	  field,	  all	  players	  dribble	  their	  ball	  and	  attempt	  
to	  kick	  their	  ball	  at	  the	  coaches/parents	  (wobbly	  giants).	  	  	  
	  
If	  a	  wobbly	  giant	  is	  hit	  for	  the	  1st	  time,	  he/she	  must	  put	  an	  
arm	  behind	  their	  back;	  2nd	  time	  he/she	  must	  put	  both	  arms	  
behind	  their	  back;	  3rd	  time	  he/she	  must	  hop	  on	  one	  foot;	  4th	  
time	  he/she	  must	  fall	  to	  the	  ground	  and	  crawl;	  and	  5th	  time	  
he/she	  was	  collapse	  to	  the	  ground.	  	  	  Players	  cannot	  hit	  the	  
same	  wobbly	  giant	  2x	  in	  a	  row.	  	  If	  all	  coaches	  are	  hit,	  then	  
restart	  the	  game.	  
	  

Variation:	  1)	  After	  player	  hits	  a	  wobbly	  giant,	  they	  must	  get	  their	  ball	  and	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  perform	  a	  move	  (i.e.,	  drag	  back,	  toe-‐taps,etc.)	  or	  quickly	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  dribble	  around	  an	  outside	  cone.	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  2)	  Player	  use	  both	  feet	  when	  shooting.	  
	  

Key	  Coaching	  Points:	  	  
	  

• Players	  should	  be	  in	  control	  of	  ball	  
and	  very	  close	  to	  their	  feet	  at	  all	  
times.	  
	  

• Don’t	  stress	  proper	  shooting	  yet	  
during	  this	  drill.	  	  Allow	  players	  to	  
enjoy	  shooting	  the	  ball.	  

10-15min	  Individual-
Based	  Activity:	  
	  
Partner	  Shooting	  -‐	  
Gates	  

Objective:	  
 

Divide players into 1v1 groups with a 6yd gate in between.  
Players take turns shooting a ball through the gate.   
 
Start with players relatively close to the gates for the first 10 
shots.  Then progress to moving further away at 3 different 
locations. 

                                                             1       2                3   
 
Proper Shooting Techniques: 
1) Strike the ball with inner laces – NOT toes. 
2) Good body balance and remain upright after ball contact. 
3) Position non-kicking foot next to or slightly ahead of the ball.   
4) Follow through with their shot by taking a few steps forward. 
5) Take no more than 3-4 steps back prior to shooting. 
 

Key	  Coaching	  Points:	  	  
	  

• Players	  should	  following	  proper	  
shooting	  techniques.	  	  	  
	  

• Encourage/Challenge	  players	  not	  to	  
overpower	  the	  ball	  –	  proper	  
technique	  is	  more	  important	  than	  
distance.	  
	  

• Encourage/Challenge	  players	  to	  
properly	  receive	  the	  ball	  on	  the	  
other	  end.	  

	  

20-25min	  Small-
Sided	  Game:	  
	  

3v3	  or	  4v4	  with	  no	  
goal	  keepers	  

Objective:	  
	  

Set	  up	  2	  teams	  to	  scrimmage.	  	  	  Coach	  should	  be	  in	  control	  of	  
the	  ball.	  	  	  
	  

Encourage	  dribbling,	  turning	  away	  from	  opposing	  players	  
and	  shooting	  –	  not	  passing!	  
	  

Ball	  Control/Receiving	  Variation:	  	  When	  returning	  balls	  into	  play,	  
gently	  bounce	  the	  ball	  to	  the	  most	  open	  player	  and	  challenge	  them	  to	  
quickly	  control	  the	  ball	  before	  dribbling.	  	  	  
	  
Very	  important	  –	  coaches	  must	  remain	  off	  the	  field	  and	  limit	  
instruction	  at	  this	  time.	  	  Let	  the	  players	  play!	  

Key	  Coaching	  Points:	  	  
	  

• Don’t	  make	  kids	  sit	  out.	  	  If	  an	  odd	  
number,	  play	  3v4	  or	  4v5	  and	  adjust	  
teams	  for	  equality.	  
	  

• Keep	  play	  continuous.	  	  Do	  not	  allow	  
players	  to	  get	  distracted	  with	  “who	  
kicked	  it	  out?”	  or	  “who	  scored?”	  	  
	  

• Encourage/Challenge	  players	  to	  
dribble	  and	  not	  pass	  or	  simply	  kick	  
the	  ball	  away.	  
	  

• Encourage/Challenge	  players	  to	  
shoot	  the	  ball	  when	  near	  the	  goal.	  
	  

5-10mins	  
	  
Dribbling/Shooting	  on	  
Goal	  

Objective:	  
	  

All	  players	  are	  free	  dribbling	  near	  the	  middle	  of	  the	  field	  
away	  from	  the	  goal.	  	  When	  coach	  calls	  their	  name,	  they	  
quickly	  dribble	  towards	  goal	  then	  shoot.	  	  Repeat	  for	  all	  
players.	  	  	  	  
	  

Key	  Coaching	  Points:	  	  
	  

• Players	  should	  following	  proper	  
dribbling	  and	  shooting	  techniques.	  	  	  

	  

 
 
	  

Day Three 

xDefending I 
Diagrams 

“Ball” 

Players are lined up in 3 or 4 groups (depending upon teaching 3 or 4 defenders) . Soccer balls represent the ball 
that requires pressure. Cones act as a guide for players to close down the cone, slow down when they get to the 
cone and sit down to pressure the ball. Players must call “ball” on approach to the ball and maintain defensive stance 
until coaches command. Players move in waves of 3 or 4 (defending in a unit of 3 or 4) on the command of the 
coach. Coach has the ability to identify strong and weak technique for correction and praise. Repeat several times as 
needed. 
 
Variations:                1) Take away soccer balls leaving only soccer balls on one side 
                                 2) Soccer Balls all down the middle 
                                 3) Stagger soccer balls wide, middle and wide again across the field 

1v1’s to a cone 

Organize players into pairs according to size, ability and/or position (attacker v‘s defender). Give each pair two 
soccer balls and a disc. Players set up soccer ball on top of the disc (Target). Players play 1v1 to target. 2 goals for 
knocking ball off disc. 5 Points for megging opponent. Keep score. 
 
Coaching Points:     1) Recap role of first defender 
                                 2) Defenders decision to make a challenge, rushing in versus patience!! 
                                 3) Defend the ball not the disc/target/goal (pressure) 
                                 4) Moment ball is lost, cut out path of attacker to target and then close down ball 
 
Variation:                 1) Change/Rotate partners, turn into a competition. 

Speed & Agility Circuits warm up 

 
1v1 in a 10 by 30 grid.  Game starts with the defender passing the ball to the attacker. Player with the ball passes to 
opponent opposite to start the game. Player who passes the ball is not allowed to move off their line until their 
opponent takes a touch. Players try to gain possession and stop the ball on their opponents line. Game continues 
until a point is scored or it goes out of play behind either players goal line. The game continues when play drifts to 
the side into other players games. Each restart is taken alternately no matter who scores the goal. 
 
Coaching Points:     1) Defenders to keep attackers in front of them. 
                                 2) Eye on the ball and attackers hips. 
                                 3) Defenders to stay on they feet. 
 
Variation:                 1) Points for winning the ball. 
                                 2) Points for beating the player. 
                                 3) Points for megging the defender 

1v1 to an end zone/line (close down, slow down, sit down) 

See Saw – Recovery runs and communication 

2v2 in  a 30 by 30 grid.  Two attackers in the top two corners and two defenders in the bottom corners. Game starts 
with the attacker passing to his teammate. The way it works: (A) Nearest defender go towards the ball while other 
covers him. (B) As the ball is pass to the other attacking player the other defender go towards the ball, while the 1st 
defender covers him. (A see-saw action) 
 
Coaching Points:     1) Back defender should talk to the front defender, telling him what to do. 
                                 2) Covering defender should see the front players back. 
                                 3) Defenders to try and keep attackers in front of them. 
 
Variation:                 1) Add a goal. 
                                 2) Make grid Bigger. 

Pass

Cover

Pass

Cover
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Topic:	  Shooting	  
	  


